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THINK OUT OF THE BOX

➤ Cutting costs , manpower , happy hours , discount 
coupons are all passe - short term remedies with a 
huge long term cost to your establishment . 

➤ THINK DIFFERENT - costs do not always lead to 
profits - if you cut down your manpower , service 
standards it will show up as some profit or possibly 
lesser for a month - but what after that - you have to 
have sales and to service that sales you need to keep 
you standards and your people - SO CUTTING COST 
IS NOT THE FIRST OR THE SECOND OPTION - 
POSSIBLY THE 12 TH OPTION.
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REACH OUT

➤ The unique thing about f&b operations is that you 
can reach out to your potential customer - you do 
not need to sit and wait - explore new segments 
you can tap using your present facilities - REACH 
OUT and bring your service to the customer. 
Mobile kiosk - delivery - home parties - niche 
event management - list is endless YOU just need 
to be imaginative.
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REACH IN

➤ OUR EMPLOYEES OUR BEST ASSETS - SEE 
HOW YOU CAN MOTIVATE THEM TO 
INCREASE SALES OF YOUR EXISTING 
CUSTOMERS - they are your best bet to upsell- 
keep them motivated to add to your sale. And if 
you ask how to keep them motivated - well 
money is not everything - recognition, sense of 
belonging are bigger to a person.
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BE SOCIAL

➤This is the digital age - more is still less - 
it is a vast ocean out there . So clearly you 
need to be everywhere and do not restrict 
yourself to just posting in your facebook, 
instagram, twitter , get on the RADIO its 
amazing but it still works .
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BRING YOUR BACK TO THE FRONT

➤Who does not like the chef walking to 
your table and asking how your food is? 
Get your chef’s out - not only it helps 
your sales it helps the creative guys in 
your team to understand and appreciate 
your customers views and needs .
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PRIVILEGE THE EXPERIENCE

➤Plastic has changed the world —- literally - 
till it gets banned which it should do offer 
your regular guests a privilege card which 
not only gives them points but priority 
seating - a drink on the house or even a 
special birthday/anniversary gift.
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RENEGOTIATE

➤You are bleeding - you need to renegotiate 
with your suppliers for better payment 
terms - better pricing . This one step will 
help your cash flow immensely . However 
a word of caution do not sign any long 
term contracts.
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SAIL THE SEVEN SEAS

➤ Celebrate all religious occasions from Christmas 
to Eid - if your location has different nationalities 
celebrate the national days . The world has 
become a smaller place with a whole lot of people 
coming to work and live together thousands of 
miles from their homes - an opportunity for you 
to make them feel at home for a day !
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DO NOT REFINE BUT DEFINE YOUR CUSTOMER 

➤ Not many people likes to walk into a snobbish 
restaurant - however good food and environment drags 
even the richest to a roadside joint. Isn’t there a 
message in this ? Keep it affordable with options 
unless you are privileged club. 

➤ Being busy gets more people in, is a simple consumer 
logic that works wonders - just concentrate in defining 
your customer - possibly as someone who wants to 
have a good time with friends or possibly love to watch 
sports with others or maybe a lone diner . Its your call . 
Only just don’t look at their pocket.
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LENGTHEN YOUR DAY

➤ More hours of operation leads to more costs - but 
they are variable in nature , which you can fine-
tune . But definitely it adds up your potential sale. 
Are you open for breakfast ? What about an 
evening tea - concept of cafe by day and night club 
or a diner by night is something worth thinking 
about. What it does is gets you different customer 
segments - and during hard times not everyone 
has the money to spend. 
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LAST BUT NOT THE LEAST
➤Go for a walk . See what others are doing . Don’t get chained 

to your outlet. Make time to have a coffee in the most talked 
about cafe or a quick supper at the busy diner does the 
street. End point they are your competition - they are getting 
the customers you want to have . 

➤And after all these 11 ideas have failed your way of thinking 
and get results think about cutting costs - well thats another 
11 ways to do it right. Your valuable feedback will help that. 

➤The author can be contacted at sen@bartechco.com
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Happy New Year 2019 
May your year be filled with joy,peace, 

happiness & profit 

From bartechco.com Team 

http://bartechco.com

